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When you're into the game, its very easy to just
want to keep going, and having a friends list to

play with in local multiplayer is what really
pushes TowerFall Ascension. Theres no shortage
of modes either, and every one of them is a joy

to play. This game is by no means a simple
platformer like Super Meat Boy or Celeste,
however, so there are some tricky jumps to

make, and theres a lot of trial and error required
to get it all just right. Youll die from time to
time, which is a part of the fun, but you also

have the opportunity to learn what did and didnt
work well while in the air, and how to recover
from all kinds of mishaps. As for extras, there

are two DLC packs that come bundled with the
game. In addition to Madeline, there is two new
playable characters: the red-haired Ninja from

the Castlevania games, and Badeline. The
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second DLC is for these characters, and they
both add a few new gameplay features to this

wonderful game. That said, theres no
requirement for you to buy the new content,

though, as it is all unlocked from the beginning.
What you actually unlock, then, is the original
costumes of each character, and the Gears of
War 4 series. Its a nice touch, and makes the
game feel more complete, but its not the only
DLC that can be acquired. The game is littered
with collectibles, and you get to use the extra

powers of your suit to grab them. Theres a gold
chest hidden on every floor, and by unlocking all

the chests on a floor you can grab all the
number cards that are hidden there. Once

youve unlocked them all youll have the Luxury
variant of the Suit and it'll stop you from

carrying Gold Chests around and you will be
able to carry six instead of four. This makes it

much more useful for just having the suit.
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The next trophy is a little trickier to find as its
hidden. Youll need to have everyone play

through the game to unlock this one. Theres a
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glitch that will enable you to get this trophy. To
unlock this trophy, Everyperson uses the

controller on the left, then every 5 minutes,
every 10 minutes, every 15 minutes, etc use the
right controller instead. Keep doing this until the
timer has reached 5 minutes and then quit out

of the game. There is a chance that it wont work
if youre not playing it on the hard difficulty. If it
doesnt work check on another device to see if

you have the same issue. In my case, I was able
to get this trophy with an Xbox One. The final
trophy is a bit difficult to get and can only be

achieved by playing on the hard difficulty. You
need to win every match in Unbeatable mode,

without dying more than 3 times and every
enemy you face is an elite soldier, if you dont

have a touch screen or an Xbox you may not be
able to beat this. To enter Unbeatable mode,

win the game. Then after that, start a new game
in the Unbeatable mode. You will have to beat
the previous score on the previous game by
beating any normal enemies, bosses or DLC.

This will enable you to unlock the next rank. The
easiest way to do this is to play on Hard

difficulty. You only need to beat a normal enemy
once to unlock the next rank. Beat the same
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enemies on each game to unlock subsequent
ranks. Dealing with the shipping issues, having
to wait for the unlock code to arrive, and then

finally getting into a game and unlocking it, and
then having to wait till your next game to take
advantage of the unlock were a bit of a pain. It
says "Player vs Player" but theres not a single
game currently on the list so its just empty at

the moment. Other than that, TowerFall
Ascension is really something special. The game

is easily playable solo but with up to four
players, the perfect map could easily be

recreated across four player split screens.
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